LCD DISPLAY LEGIBILITY INFLUENCED BY TYPEFACES AND COLOUR CONTRASTS
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Abstract: The evolution of high resolution displays, especially liquid crystal displays (LCD) that are among the most commonly used ones, has contributed to a larger circle of display readers. Despite high resolutions, problems in the legibility of typefaces still occur. Many typefaces may well be readable in print, but cause more difficulties when being read on displays. The aim of this study was to examine the influence of colour contrast on the legibility on LCDs to establish which type style is appropriate for a coloured text to be legible. Two different, specially designed typefaces for display use (one transitional, i.e. Georgia, and one sans-serif, i.e. Verdana) were tested in a satisfactory light-dark contrast of three different colour combinations involving five colours, i.e. dark grey (#1A1A1A) on white (#FFFFFF), dark blue (#142451) on light grey (#D9D9D9) and red (#C62026) on light grey. The reading speed and fixations were analysed with an eye-tracking device Tobii 120X. Different texts in both typefaces at 12 pt (16 px), in 130% leading and all colour combinations were displayed on a 24-inch LCD display. The forty tested individuals were between 19 and 22 years old. The results showed that the selection of a particular colour combination and contrast greatly affects the speed of reading and legibility. Less visible colour combinations of text and background were read more slowly than the more contrasting or visible ones at both typefaces. At both typefaces, it was seen that at a slower reading speed, more fixations were needed and vice-versa. It might also be concluded that the transitional typeface Georgia is more legible than the sans-serif typeface Verdana. Nevertheless, it appears that different colour combinations had different reading speeds at different typefaces (transitional vs sans-serif). An appropriate contrast and colour combination can facilitate legibility on displays.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of high resolution displays, especially liquid crystal displays (LCD) that are among the most commonly used ones, has contributed to a larger circle of display readers. Despite high resolutions, problems in the legibility of typefaces still occur. Many typefaces may well be readable in print, but cause more difficulties when being read on displays.

The communication through a page or a display requires from the reader to translate symbols into meaning. Legibility refers to how easily this process is performed. To make reading possible, the text must be visible and recognisable; however, visibility and recognition are influenced by the typographical choice (Reynolds, 1988; Možina, 2001). Legibility and the reading process can be studied by tracking eye movement. Reading does not occur as a continuous movement of the eyes along the lines of a text, but rather as a sequence of rapid eye movements (saccades) and individual fixations. Fixations are short stops, which typically last between 200 and 250 ms (Abadi, 2006; Rayner et al, 2001) at individual words or groups of words that (within their duration) enable the brain to process information.

A large number of studies on legibility points to its importance. There are some typographic characteristics to be observed to make a text more legible. For a small type size, it is known that the differences in stroke weight and typographic tonal density (TTD) are significant (Možina et al, 2010; Rat et al, 2011), since they influence text legibility. Furthermore, a number of other typographic characteristics needs to be observed in order to make a text more legible, i.e. distinctive character features (counter shape), x-height, ascender, descender, serifs, contrast (stroke weight), set width, type size, leading (i.e. space between lines) etc (Franken et al, 2015; Možina, 2001; Reynolds, 1988; Tracy, 2003).

For better visibility of information, colour can be of use as well (White, 1996). Most typefaces are designed to be read as black letters on a white background and they in this manner achieve optimum legibility. When reading large amounts of type, the contrast of black and white is what readers are most accustomed to (Carter, 1997; Možina, 2001). To use colour for better typographic visibility, the contrast is poorer and we therefore have to take into consideration some recommendations (Carter, 1997; Možina, 2001; White, 1996). As type decreases in size, colour contrast has to increase in strength (Carter, 1997;
Možina, 2001). Letter and word spacing, and leading affect type colour (TTD). Similarly, when letter and word spacing and leading increase, TTD decreases (Carter, 1997; Keyes, 1993; Možina, 2001). Therefore, when colour is used to improve visibility, larger type size or black typefaces or sans-serif typefaces need to be used. Furthermore, larger leading should be applied when colour is used for typography or background or both (Carter, 1997; Možina, 2001). To attract the reader’s attention, blue and red colours are often used with white background (Pušnik, 2016). The red colour is associated with danger, energy or warmth (Thussu, 2007). It can activate an avoidance motivation, and enhance performance and detail-oriented cognitive tasks (Mehta et al, 2009), and in turn, it can lead to greater attention. The blue colour, on the other hand, is supposed to represent trust, hope and serenity (Thussu, 2007). Despite the subdued tone, the combination of blue and white can affect the recipient and is a visible source of additional information (Thussu, 2007).

The legibility study (Franken et al, 2018) of different typefaces in different light-dark contrasts with different backgrounds displayed on an LCD display showed that a better contrast (however not maximum, i.e. black on white) increases the reading speed. Therefore, the aim of this study was to examine the influence of colour combination on the legibility on LCD displays to establish which type style is suitable for a coloured text to be legible.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Two different, specially designed typefaces for display use – one transitional, i.e. Georgia, and one sans-serif, i.e. Verdana (McLean, 1996; Možina, 2003) – were tested in three different colour combinations involving five colours, i.e. dark grey (#1A1A1A) on white (#FFFFFF) (Combination 1), dark blue (#142451) on light grey (#D9D9D9) (Combination 2) and red (#C62026) on light grey (#D9D9D9) (Combination 3). In controlled laboratory conditions (ISO 3664, 2009), the reading speed and fixations were analysed with an eye-tracking device Tobii 120X. The texts in both typefaces at 12 pt (16 px), in 130% leading and all colour combinations were displayed on a 24-inch LCD display with the resolution of 1900 × 1200 pixels at a 120 Hz refresh rate. In each typeface and each colour combination, a different text was presented to the tested individuals. We used six different texts from National Geographic (Slovenian edition) with the length of between 97 and 115 words, comprising between 10 and 13 lines (Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1: Sample of text paragraph with Verdana typeface
The time required to read 600 characters (in seconds) and the number of fixations were calculated. Forty tested individuals were between 19 and 22 years old with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. In line with recommendations (ISO 9241, 2012), they were positioned 60 (+/- 1) cm from the display. The texts were set in a CSS style sheet and displayed as a HTML document. In this way, we ensured a precise display of texts in the chosen size. The texts were shown in the centre of the display. The display sequence varied using the Latin square design, which was used for counterbalancing the order of texts.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the average influence of the used colour combinations on the speed of reading. Figure 4 shows the influence of the used typefaces and colour combinations on the speed of reading. Figure 5 shows the influence of used colour combinations on the number of fixations. Figure 6 shows the influence of the used typefaces and colour combinations on the number of fixations.

On average, the reading speed was the fastest at the combination of the red text on light grey background (Combination 3) (cf. Figure 3). The reading speed was the slowest at the blue text on light grey text (Combination 2) (cf. Figure 3), regardless of the used typeface (cf. Figure 4). At all examples, the texts prepared with Georgia were read the fastest (cf. Figure 4). On average, the texts prepared with the Verdana typeface were read the slowest, the only exception was dark grey text on white background (Combination 1). Verdana is a sans-serif typeface and should thus have better legibility than a transitional typeface. Obviously, at this type size (16 px), big counter size, wide letters and thick stroke width led to lower reading speed. The interaction between a greater number of fixations (cf. Figures 5 and 6) and slower reading was noticed, especially at the Verdana typeface. A larger counter size gave more fixations and consequently resulted in slower reading. On the other hand, the typeface Georgia, which was read faster, needed less fixations.

It was also interesting that the red text on light grey background (Combination 3) gave the fastest reading speed (cf. Figure 3) and the smallest number of fixations (cf. Figure 5), since this colour combination has the smallest light-dark contrast among the used colour combinations. Most likely, the unusual colour combination for a longer text (not only titles or a short text) held more attention by the readers. It was surprising that the blue and light grey colour combination (Combination 2) with a strong enough
light-dark contrast gave the worst legibility. Nevertheless, the reason is probably in the distribution of cones sensitive to short-wavelength light out of the fovea centralis, as there are more at the peripheral retina (Krauskopf, 1998). There should be no problem with larger objects in blue, while the typefaces with bigger counter sizes in smaller type sizes in blue obviously worsen legibility.

Figure 3: Average reading time [s] at used colour combinations

Figure 4: Reading time [s] at used typefaces in different colour combinations

Figure 5: Number of fixations at used colour combinations
4. CONCLUSION

The results of the study showed that the selection of a particular colour combination and contrast greatly affects the speed of reading and legibility. Less contrasting or visible colour combinations of the text and background were read more slowly, i.e. blue and light grey, than the more contrasting or visible ones at both typefaces. At both typefaces, it was seen that at slower reading speed, more fixations were needed and vice-versa. It might also be concluded that the transitional typeface Georgia is more legible than the sans-serif typeface Verdana. Nevertheless, it appears that different colour combinations had different reading speeds at different typefaces (transitional vs sans-serif). Consequently, in order to be able to give an appropriate suggestion for usable display legibility, the study should be thought through with more diverse colour combinations and contrasts.
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